MT-Solutions celebrates 1 year

In December 2016, MT-Solutions was established by MT-Technology by taking over the machining workshop form AS Metallteknikk and began a process to build a complete supplier for the design, production and delivery of mechanical solutions. On January 1, 2017 we were in progress, and the year has been very contentious:

- We have been certified according to ISO9001:2015
- We have qualified as a supplier to many key customers in Norwegian industry, public procurement and oil service industry nationally and internationally
- We have delivered customized and tailor made mechanical solutions according to agreed quality, time frame and cost.
- We have attended conferences and fairs to expand networks and market horizons OTD, TEKMAR, Telemark Offshore Conference, Vestfold Innovation Seminar and many other venues that are important to our ambitions.
- The workshop has been rebuilt, this is now a fully-fledged complete mechanical fabrication centre, where we can perform assembly, testing and completion of machinery and products.
- We participate in exciting development projects in energy and environmental technology regarding several climate improvement programs.

In addition, we have increased the activity with existing customers and several new exciting customers. We hope that in 2018 we will continue to create value and positive experiences for our customers, to make it possible to operate a profitable and innovative industry in Norway.

WE ARE TEAMING UP TO BE EVEN BETTER:

By 2018, together with our sister companies Landbruk & Maskin, and OneCo Solutions in the BRI Group, we have formed a technology alliance in order to utilize overall capacity and collaborate more effectively with the market. This alliance has been named DI-MEK, and stands for "Digitized Mechanization". Together with BR-Industrier, which is the main shareholder in the companies, we can undertake major assignments within Land-based Industry, Agriculture, Aquaculture, Shipping, and Oil-related activities. Over 70 employees with expertise in manufacturing, automation, service, maintenance and product development are ready for projects and challenges in the years to come.
Renewable Energy and Environmental Technology
MT-Solutions participates in several exciting projects within Environmental Technology and Renewable Energy, where parts of development are considered by some specialist communities to become a game changer within the respective subject area. Over the last two years, we have put our efforts into mapping and developing the potential of this segment.
MT-Solutions has, together with several customers, developed many concepts within the field of renewable energy and handling environmental issues. In the years to come, MT-Solutions will aim to become a serious actor in this market.

Production, Assembly, and testing
The MT-Solutions production unit has decades of experience with deliveries to the subsea segment in the Oil & Gas industry. By 2017, MT-Solutions as a business unit has also prequalified itself as a supplier to many system vendors and technology developers in the subsea segment of the oil industry. Our production equipment is well equipped and ready for mission and challenges. We can undertake production, assembly and testing of most types of Subsea equipment. Our CNC Machine Park with 5-axis high capacity machines gives us advantages when we manufacture and build this type of equipment. We also have extensive experience with manufacturing special equipment and prototypes.

We have had many exciting assignments in 2017 and some of these will continue until 2018. We have gained many new customers and the network of partners and suppliers is expanded to grow and serve both new and existing customers efficiently and competitively. We are also working on developing solutions for environmental technology, renewable energy and industry - and we have used 2017 to develop our workshop and production facilities so that our customers in Oil & Gas and Subsea - will be able to carry out more of the major parts of their projects with us if they need space for assembly and testing.
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